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What’s Inside

Jenese James and Desean DeHart were named the queen and 
king at the homecoming dance on Friday, October 24th. 

Peterson Celebrates Homecoming
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Nest NotesAlso, it may not end up looking the way you want it to. Did you know that the military has rules regarding ink?  This is why you should think before you make a permanent decision. Things to consider when joining the military are the policies. Navy tattoo policies are based on four criteria: content, location, size, and cosmetics. Content cannot be involved in any gang related activity, or anything else that will jeopardize unit cohesion. Basically anything that people considered divisive, incendiary or extreme. Also, if it’s generally considered obscene, or explicit (sex, drugs, violence, rock n’ roll, and all that), it’s also violating policy. If you are serious about joining the military, they suggest that you cover it up. If the tattoo cannot be covered up by the standard uniform items, then it will be considered excessive and the candidate is ineligible unless they have a waiver. All branches including the navy have at least one short sleeved uniform. The policy states that your tattoo should be no longer than your open hand. Others will require a waiver. They also allow cosmetic tattoos, meaning you can have eyebrow tattoos as long as they look natural and do not draw unnecessary attention to the recruit. Same requirements go for lipstick tattoos. If it complements the individual and is naturally colored, it’s considered acceptable.      Army tattoo policies have recently changed and have become more relaxed. The Army now allows tattoos on the top of the hand and back of the neck as long as they are not extremist, indecent, sexist, or racist. Like the Navy, if you happen to have tattoos dealing with any of these things you can get a waiver from your recruiter.  Chances are pretty good that a counseling session will be in order if it’s approved. Even though a commander cannot order a soldier to get it removed, but will recommend getting it covered.  Interestingly, Marine tattoo 

policies are completely opposite of the Army tattoo policy. They are becoming more restrictive. As of 2010, they have added �V�S�H�F�L � À �F � � �U�H�J� X �O�D�W�L�R�Q�V� ��Z �L �W�K� � �W�K�H� �aim of realigning with their “traditional values.” The new revisions specify how much ink is too much in order to maintain an appearance of high standards of professionalism. They consider the following unacceptable: anything considered sexist, racist, extremist, vulgar, eccentric, or otherwise offensive. No ink is permitted on the head, �Q�H�F�N� � � ��K �D�Q�G�V� � � �� À �Q�J�H�U�V� ��R �U� ��Z �U�L �V�W�V� � � ��$ �O�V�R� � � �now prohibited are full, 1/2, 1/4 sleeves, and tattoos on the inside of the mouth. Tattoos visible in the PT uniform must be no larger than the Marine’s hand. Enlisted Marines who had sleeves prior to the revision, while they can still be promoted and continue service, are no longer �H�O�L�J �L �E�O�H� �� I �R�U� � �H�Q�O�L�V�W�H�G� � �W�R� � �R �I � À �F �H�U� �conversion programs, recruiting duty, or Marine Corps Security Guard duty. Tattoo bands, either partial or full, are authorized for enlisted Marines, as long as they occupy a maximum of 1/4 of the arm or leg.As compared to the other branches Air Force airmen are expected to adhere to the military’s strictest tattoo policies, which require members of the Air Force to pay for tattoo removal out-of-pocket, at a location other than Department of Defense facilities. If an airman opts to keep the prohibited tattoo/s, it could result in it could result in disciplinary �7�K�L �Q�N� � �E �H�I �R�U�H� � � < �R � X � � � , �Q�N� � � I �U�R�P� � �S �D�J�H� � � �action; anything from reprimand to administrative separation. Prior to joining the Air Force, candidates for enlistment will be expected to have “excessive” tattoos removed. Anything considered generally offensive (racist, sexist), as with all other branches will prevent enlistment, unless a waiver is procured.  �7�K�H� ��$ �L �U� ��) �R�U�F�H� ��G�H� À �Q�H�V� �� ´ �H� [ �F �H�V�V�L�Y�H� µ � �as anything covering more than 25% of the exposed body part, and go to great lengths to describe the process of determining what’s “excessive.” Cosmetic tattoos are also acceptable when joining the Air Force, at least for women. Like the Navy, they must be moderate, and look natural to 
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Talon Talk
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Screaming Eagle
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By Karalyn Bridgman

Since the beginning of the 
school year, Isaiah Jones has 
fought alongside the mighty 
Westside High Wolverines and his 
dedication became apparent 
when he qualiþed for state. He 
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Raving Reviews

M o c k i n g j a y 
Book Review
By Anne Carter

Mockingjay is the þnal book in 
The Hunger Games trilogy written 
by Suzanne Collins. This book 
can’t stop getting good reviews 
Stephen King even wrote “I 
couldn’t stop reading.” This book 
made many #1s including a #1 
New York Times Bestseller.

Against the odds Katniss Everdeen 
has survived the emotionally 
taxing Quarter Quell. Rescued 
from the games by District 13 
she is now safe with her family 
in said district. All according to 
a plan Katniss did not know she 
was a part of. Katniss sparked the 
ÿame of rebellion and it is þnally 
happening, the Capitol is losing 
its hold over the districts!

Love Yourself, 
Be Drug Free




